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m u s i c h e l p i n g h u m a n i t y for 20 years!
Hello Lost & Foundation Friends!

We are once again using this newsletter – and future newsletters – as a means of
keeping in touch with all of you. We want to let you know what’s going on with Lost &
Foundation, and what’s coming up. We hope we can continue to call on you to help as
we continue with our mission: music helping humanity.
Triple Header Benefit
Our last benefit event was the “Triple
Header” on October 19, 2014. Proceeds
wen to Cyndie Best-Switzer, Raelynne Gerard,
and Katherine Hosbein Thanks to you, we
raised over $21,000 to help these three
deal with medical challenges
It was great to see our community come
together to help them. And, of course, it
wouldn’t have happened without people
like you!
Thanks to the
Red Lion
Colonial Hotel
Helena. for its
generosity. And
thanks to all the
volunteer
musicians and
technicians!

Mark your calendars for our next event – April 19!
This benefit will be a bit different. Rather than helping an
individual, we want to help an organization – Family
Promise® of Greater Helena.
In partnership with a network of 24
local churches, Family Promise
provides support and resources to
homeless families. Families have a
place to stay, home-cooked meals,
transportation, and an advocate to
help them get back on their feet.
The Family Promise Day Center has laundry, showers,
kitchen, computers, phone, space for kids to nap, and more.
Help us help …
The Lost & Foundation Benefit Concert for Family Promise
will take place at the Red Lion Colonial HotelHelena on
Sunday, April 19. We’ll stage several musical acts, a silent
auction, 50-50 drawings, and other great activities
To volunteer. contact Elizabeth Tobin at 431-3521.
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In March 2014, $90 raised by friends for H. Stief
In March 2014, $800 to Michelle L, transportation assistance
In March 2014, $1,628 raised by friends for Brandon S.
In March 2014, $500 to Jann S, husband’s medical expenses
In April 2014, $900 to Tannia S, medical travel
In April 2014, $545 to Barb B, transportation assistance
In May 2014, $2,175 donated by Stone family to Silas R, medical
In September 2014, $200 to Margaret J, medical expenses
In October 2014, $4,504 raised by friends for Margaret J.
In October 2014, $1,000 to Robin M, disability expenses
in December 2014, $200 to Norman T, medical expenses
in December 2014, $14,234 raised by friends for Norman T.
in 2014, $8,166 by Go For The Gold for kids with cancer
In January 2015, $500 to Kirsten T, rent assistance
In February 2015, $3,700 raised by St. Peter’s Hospital
employees for the family of the late Thane B.
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